KIDS MEASURING GUIDE

1. **Print out the correct size guide**

   Ensure your printer is set to 100% or ‘do not scale’, print out the guide and measure.

2. **Place the chart on a hard surface.**

   Align heel on the guide and compare the longest toe with

3. **Measure to the longest toe on both feet.**

   The outline of the guide is not for fitting - only measure the length of the foot. Don’t leave any extra room Tozone allows for this, the longest toe should sit within the green Tozone area

---

Try it yourself; it’s easy!
ToeZone Kids Measuring Guide Size 2 (small)

Measure the maximum length of the foot
No need to allow extra room we have done this for you

Measure in 3 simple steps
1. Place foot on page
2. Align heel on the guide
3. Compare the longest toe with toezone
ToeZone Kids Measuring Guide Size 3 (small)

MEASURE THE MAXIMUM LENGTH OF THE FOOT
NO NEED TO ALLOW EXTRA ROOM WE HAVE DONE THIS FOR YOU

Measure in 3 simple steps
1. Place foot on page
2. Align heel on the guide
3. Compare the longest toe with toezone
ToeZone Kids Measuring Guide Size 4 (small)
MEASURE THE MAXIMUM LENGTH OF THE FOOT
NO NEED TO ALLOW EXTRA ROOM WE HAVE DONE THIS FOR YOU

Measure in 3 simple steps
1. Place foot on page
2. Align heel on the guide
3. Compare the longest toe with toezone

121mm
113mm
ToeZone Kids Measuring Guide Size 5 (small)

MEASURE THE MAXIMUM LENGTH OF THE FOOT
NO NEED TO ALLOW EXTRA ROOM WE HAVE DONE THIS FOR YOU

Measure in 3 simple steps
1. Place foot on page
2. Align heel on the guide
3. Compare the longest toe with toezone
ToeZone Kids Measuring Guide Size 6 (small)

Measure the maximum length of the foot
No need to allow extra room we have done this for you

Measure in 3 simple steps
1. Place foot on page
2. Align heel on the guide
3. Compare the longest toe with toezone

Too Small

Heel Here

RULER
ToeZone Kids Measuring Guide Size 7 (small)
MEASURE THE MAXIMUM LENGTH OF THE FOOT
NO NEED TO ALLOW EXTRA ROOM WE HAVE DONE THIS FOR YOU

Measure in 3 simple steps
1. Place foot on page
2. Align heel on the guide
3. Compare the longest toe with toezone

Too Small
ToeZone

147mm
139mm

Heel Here
ToeZone Kids Measuring Guide Size 8 (small)

MEASURE THE MAXIMUM LENGTH OF THE FOOT
NO NEED TO ALLOW EXTRA ROOM WE HAVE DONE THIS FOR YOU

Measure in 3 simple steps
1. Place foot on page
2. Align heel on the guide
3. Compare the longest toe with toezone
ToeZone Kids Measuring Guide Size 9 (small)

Measure the maximum length of the foot
No need to allow extra room we have done this for you

Measure in 3 simple steps
1. Place foot on page
2. Align heel on the guide
3. Compare the longest toe with toezone
ToeZone Kids Measuring Guide Size 10 (small)

Measure the maximum length of the foot
No need to allow extra room we have done this for you

Measure in 3 simple steps
1. Place foot on page
2. Align heel on the guide
3. Compare the longest toe with toezone

172mm x 164 mm
ToeZone Kids Measuring Guide Size 11 (small)

MEASURE THE MAXIMUM LENGTH OF THE FOOT
NO NEED TO ALLOW EXTRA ROOM WE HAVE DONE THIS FOR YOU

Measure in 3 simple steps
1. Place foot on page
2. Align heel on the guide
3. Compare the longest toe with toezone
ToeZone Kids Measuring Guide Size 12 (small)

Measure the maximum length of the foot
No need to allow extra room we have done this for you

Measure in 3 simple steps
1. Place foot on page
2. Align heel on the guide
3. Compare the longest toe with toezone
ToeZone Kids Measuring Guide Size 13 (small)

Measure the maximum length of the foot
No need to allow extra room we have done this for you

Measure in 3 simple steps
1. Place foot on page
2. Align heel on the guide
3. Compare the longest toe with toezone
ToeZone Kids Measuring Guide Size 1
MEASURE THE MAXIMUM LENGTH OF THE FOOT
NO NEED TO ALLOW EXTRA ROOM WE HAVE DONE THIS FOR YOU

Measure in 3 simple steps
1. Place foot on page
2. Align heel on the guide
3. Compare the longest toe with toezone
ToeZone Kids Measuring Guide Size 2
MEASURE THE MAXIMUM LENGTH OF THE FOOT
NO NEED TO ALLOW EXTRA ROOM WE HAVE DONE THIS FOR YOU

Too Small ToeZone

Measure in 3 simple steps
1. Place foot on page
2. Align heel on the guide
3. Compare the longest toe with toezone

Heel Here

RULER

214mm
206mm